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1692-1711 Macmillan
CPOG includes up to date
articles on current
developments written by
international contributors
of repute. CPOG is
intended for Obstetricians
and Gynecologists both in
practice and training. It is
would be highly useful
book for those taking their
board exams and also for
MRCOG candidates.
Large Print Word
Search Spark Notes
These are not mere
dreams and visions:
these are a
calling.Six people.
Five mind-numbing
visions. Four ancient
and mysterious
artifacts. Two exotic
locations. And one
greedy man who will

stop at nothing, not
even murder, to
achieve his goal.Rev.
Adam Bridger and his
wife, Dr. Rachel
Tremaine are once
again in the center
of an adventure not
of their making. And
joing them are four
total strangers who,
along with Rachel,
have seen visions
that most mortals
can't imagine. They
have been called on a
mission that will
forever change the
world--if they
survive.
Through My Eyes Andrews
McMeel Pub
Created and edited by Justin
Kestler and Ben Florman,
SparkNotes Literature Guides
provide analysis of (currently)
175 classic works of English and
foreign language literature -
novels, biographies, plays and
poetry - that most commonly
appear on examination
syllabuses. These books provide
the insights that today's students
need to know.

Type & Typo
Washington College

Studies in Religion,
Politics, and Culture
Mallard Fillmore
lampoons everything
from political
correctness to Phil,
Oprah, and Geraldo to
our government's
insatiable appetite for
spending our money.
His marvelous
supporting cast
includes wickedly
wonderful cariacatures
of everyone who's
anyone, from
Hollywood to D.C. to
Arkansas.
Junior Theory Level 1 Naval
Institute Press
From the flapper to The
Feminine Mystique, a cultural
history of single women in the
city through the reclaimed life of
glamorous guru Marjorie Hillis.
You’ve met the extra woman:
she’s sophisticated, she lives
comfortably alone, she pursues
her passions unabashedly,
and—contrary to society’s
suspicions—she really is happy.
Despite multiple waves of
feminist revolution, today’s
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single woman is still mired in
judgment or, worse, pity. But for
a brief, exclamatory period in the
late 1930s, she was all the rage. A
delicious cocktail of cultural
history and literary biography,
The Extra Woman transports us
to the turbulent and
transformative years between
suffrage and the sixties, when,
thanks to the glamorous grit of
one Marjorie Hillis, single
women boldly claimed and
enjoyed their independence.
Marjorie Hillis, pragmatic
daughter of a Brooklyn preacher,
was poised for reinvention when
she moved to the big city to start
a life of her own. Gone were the
days of the flirty flapper; ladies of
Depression-era New York
embraced a new icon: the
independent working woman.
Hillis was already a success at
Vogue when she published a
radical self-help book in 1936:
Live Alone and Like It: A Guide
for the Extra Woman. With
Dorothy Parker–esque wit, she
urged spinsters, divorcées, and
“old maids” to shed
derogatory labels and take
control of their lives, and her
philosophy became a
phenomenon. From the
importance of a peignoir to the
joy of breakfast in bed (alone),
Hillis’s tips made single life
desirable and chic. In a style as
irresistible as Hillis’s own,
Joanna Scutts, a leading cultural
critic, explores the revolutionary
years following the Live-Alone
movement, when the status of
these “brazen ladies” peaked

and then collapsed. Other
innovative lifestyle gurus set
similar trends that celebrated
guiltless female independence
and pleasure: Dorothy
Draper’s interior design smash,
Decorating Is Fun! transformed
apartments; Irma Rombauer’s
warm and welcoming recipe
book, The Joy of Cooking,
reassured the nervous home chef
that she, too, was capable of
decadent culinary feats. By
painting the wider picture, Scutts
reveals just how influential
Hillis’s career was, spanning
decades and numerous best
sellers. As she refashioned her
message with every life
experience, Hillis proved that
guts, grace, and perseverance
would always be in vogue. With
this vibrant examination of a
remarkable life and profound
feminist philosophy, Joanna
Scutts at last reclaims Marjorie
Hillis as the original queen of a
maligned sisterhood. Channeling
Hillis’s charm, The Extra
Woman is both a brilliant
exposé of women who forged
their independent paths before
the domestic backlash of the
1950s trapped them behind
picket fences, and an
illuminating excursion into the
joys of fashion, mixology,
decorating, and other
manifestations of shameless self-
love.
The New Reagan Revolution
Omair Nazir
Atlas at War! collects fifty hard-
hitting stories from Atlas
Comics, the company that

became Marvel Comics and
published more war titles than
anyone in the industry between
the years 1951 and 1960. Comics
historian Dr. Michael J. Vassallo
has chosen the best of the best,
many of which are coming back
into print for the first time, from
sixteen different Atlas war titles
and featuring the artwork of
twenty different artists--giants of
the genre, including Russ Heath,
John Severin, Bernie Krigstein,
Joe Maneely, Jerry Robinson,
Steve Ditko, and Jack Kirby.
Each page has been meticulously
restored from its first printing by
comic art restorer Allan Harvey.
Atlas at War! covers the brutal
pre-code period where graphic
depictions of war action were
rendered by artists who were
World War II veterans
themselves, as well as the post-
code period, where code
restrictions forced creators to tell
stories without graphic violence
but produced some of the most
beautiful comic art of the genre.
In addition to the artists, stories
cover all aspects of war--from
famous campaigns, weaponry,
and personal soldier stories to
political topics, Nazi atrocities,
and even one story tinged with
pre-code horror! Often
overlooked in favor of its
competitors, Atlas at War! will
finally show that Atlas' war titles
were second to no one.
Atlas at War
Junior Theory Level 1 - a
foundational music theory
book specifically designed for
children aged 4-7.
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The Extra Woman
In this work, leading
contemporary philosophers
discuss key facets of the human
person from a variety of
perspectives in Christian
thought. An excellent source for
scholars, this book is also ideal
for courses in philosophy,
theology, and psychology.
Book of Addison
Addison Journal. A beautiful,
elegant, bold, & personalized
notebook with the name
Addison. An Appreciation Gift
of 120 Cream Pages Lined
Writing Journal Notebook with
Personalized Name. Can be
used as a Diary or Notepad to
write in. Makes a great gift for an
Addison in your life such as a
mother, sister, grandmother,
cousin, best friend, bridesmaid,
teacher, graduation, birthday,
wedding. Perfect for taking
notes, jotting lists, doodling,
brainstorming, prayer and
meditation journaling, writing in
as a diary, or giving as a gift. Not
too thick & not too thin, so it's a
great size to throw in your purse
or bag. SIZE: 6" X 9" PAPER:
Lightly Lined on Cream Paper
PAGES: 120 Pages (60 Sheets
Front/Back) COVER: Soft
Cover (Matte)
Mallard Fillmore--
"There are cynics who say that a
party platform is something that no
one bothers to read and it doesn't
very often amount to much.
Whether it is different this time
than it has ever been before, I
believe the Republican Party has a
platform that is a banner of bold,
unmistakable colors, with no pastel

shades." –Ronald Reagan, 1976
Republican National Convention
When Ronald Reagan was called to
the podium by President Ford
during the 1976 Republican
National Convention, he had no
prepared remarks. But the
unrehearsed speech he gave that
night is still regarded as one of the
most moving speeches of his
political career. The reason he was
able to give such a powerful speech
on a moment's notice was that he
was proclaiming the core principles
of his heart and soul, which he had
been teaching and preaching for
years. The New Reagan Revolution
reveals new insights into the life,
thoughts, and actions of the man
who changed the world during the
1980s. The challenges and threats
we face today are eerily similar to
the conditions in the world before
the beginning of the Reagan era.
The good news is that we already
know what works. Ronald Reagan
has given us the blueprint. This
book is not merely a diagnosis of
our nation's ills, but a prescription
to heal our nation, rooted in the
words and principles of Ronald
Reagan. In these pages, you'll find a
plan for returning America to its
former greatness, soundness, and
prosperity. It's the plan Ronald
Reagan developed over years of
study, observation, and reflection.
It's a plan he announced to the
nation, straight from his heart, one
summer evening during America's
200th year. It's the plan he put into
action during his eight years in
office as the most effective president
of the 20th century, and it is the
plan we can use today to help
return America to its former
greatness, soundness, and
prosperity.
Current Progress in Obstetrics

and Gynecology
Word Search Book For Adults
Like your word search big and
easy to read? Then this Large
Print Word Search Puzzle is
ideal for you and a great gift for
seniors. Packed with 99
individual large print word
search puzzles spread out over
99 pages, this easy-to-read 8.5 x
11" large print word search book
for adults features a beautiful
white ink cover and provides
hours of entertainment. The
word searches inside are both
challenging and addictive and
you won't be able to put this
book down! Visit our Author
Page for even more of our large
print word search books and
large print word finds. 99
INDIVIDUAL WORD
SEARCHES: Hours of fun and
entertainment to enjoy! LARGE
PRINT:Large print is easy-to-
read and giant grids making it
simple to circle and complete.
EXERCISE YOUR BRAIN:
Keep your brain active by
finding hundreds of words.
MAKES A GREAT GIFT: From
the complete beginner to the
celebrated expert, this large print
word finds puzzle book makes a
great gift! Large Print Word
Search Puzzle Features 99
challenging and addictive word
searches spread out over 99
individual pages 8.5 x 11"
dimensions - big and easy to
read Luxuriously soft, durable,
matte cover Cream paper, which
is easier on the eyes than white
Confucius and the Chinese
Classics
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Walden

Electronic Circuits

an open foe a romance 

The Philosophy of Human Nature
in Christian Perspective
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